Global organizations will be running containerized applications in production.¹

Independent software vendors (ISVs) will offer their application software in container format.¹

Enterprises are predicted to BUILD OVER 500 MILLION LOGICAL APPS USING CLOUD NATIVE TOOLS and methods over the next five years.²

RUN TRADITIONAL VMS AND CONTAINER-FRIENDLY APPS ON THE SAME PLATFORM with VMware vSphere with Tanzu on Dell EMC VxRail.³

VMware Tanzu on VxRail for containerizing enterprise applications

Containerize at your own pace

Containerize one app at a time and run the rest in VMs, add more as you build your skills.

Adopt cloud native patterns at your own pace with familiar tools for developers and IT admins.

Centrally manage and operate your modern infrastructure securely and at scale.

Fully leverage VxRail automated, single click full stack lifecycle management.

³ vSphere with Tanzu requires the vSphere Enterprise Plus edition.